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Abstract
This paper provides background material for a presentation describing modeling of geomagnetic
disturbances’ (GMDs) effect on power flow, and the impact of GIC neutral blocking devices. GMDs
cause quasi-dc, geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) in the transformers and transmission lines,
which in turn cause saturation of the high voltage transformers, greatly increasing their reactive power
consumption, which can result in grid voltage collapse. GICs can be calculated using standard power
flow modeling parameters such as line resistance, augmented with several GIC specific parameters
including substation geographic coordinates and grounding resistance, transformer configuration, and
transformer coil winding resistances. Additionally, transformer saturation also gives rise to significant
harmonic generation that can cause control system interferences. Finally, new design and production
developments for a transformer GIC neutral blocking system, SolidGroundTM, will be described. A
summary of live power grid operation test results at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) using this
neutral blocking system with simulated GIC currents will be presented.
Introduction
Geomagnetic disturbances (GMDs) have the potential to affect the power grid by altering the earth’s
magnetic field, which in turn can induce quasi-dc electric fields in the earth (with frequencies usually
much below 1 Hz). These electric fields then cause geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) to flow in
the high voltage grid that can cause half-cycle saturation in the power transformers, resulting in
transformer heating and increased transformer reactive power losses. This paper provides a brief
background of the power flow modeling of GICs, and then provides details of an automatic transformer
neutral blocking system design.
This SolidGroundTM system provides a normal metallic grounding path for transformers through two high
current breakers. When a GIC or EMP E3 current is detected by the system electronics, the grounding
breaker assembly is opened and a parallel connected capacitor bank then provides the AC ground path for
the transformer neutral, while simultaneously blocking the quasi-DC GIC current. The presence of a
GMD or EMP E3 event is provided by the detection of the quasi-DC GIC current in the transformer

neutral and/or harmonics on a phase which are generated when GIC drives the transformer into saturation.
The operation is automatic with no manual intervention. Since GMD events are rather infrequent, the
system will be in the normal grounding mode most of the time i.e. through the metallic contacts in the
breakers. So on average, using suitable detection level settings, the SolidGroundTM system will only be in
the GMD protection mode ( i.e. the neutral DC current blocking mode) for only a few hours on average
every fourteen months. Live grid experiments using this neutral blocking system were carried out at the
Idaho National Laboratories in September of 2012. The results of these experiments are also summarized
in this paper.
Overview of GIC Power Flow Modeling
The inclusion of the impact of GICs in the power flow was first described in [1], with later consideration
for large system studies in [2], [3]. Some considerations of GIC on power system voltage stability are
presented in [4]. In order to include the impact of GMDs in the power flow, first the quasi-dc GICs are
calculated, by modeling the GMD-induced electric field variation in the power grid as dc voltage sources
in series with the transmission lines [5]. Using this approach to calculate the GMD-induced voltages on
each line, the electric field is just integrated over the length of the line.
The GICs in the system are then determined by solving
V = G -1 I

(1)

where vector I models the impact of the GMD-induced dc line voltages as Norton equivalent dc current
injections. G is a symmetric matrix similar in form to the power system bus admittance matrix, except 1)
it is a real matrix with just conductance values, 2) conductance values are determined by the parallel
combination of the three individual phase resistances, 3) G is augmented to include the substation neutral
buses and substation grounding resistance values, 4) transmission lines with series capacitive
compensation are omitted since series capacitors block dc flow, and 5) transformers are modeled with
their winding resistance to the substation neutral and in the case of autotransformers, both the series and
common windings are represented. For large systems, G is quite sparse and hence (1) can be solved with
computational effort equivalent to a single power flow iteration. When solved, the voltage vector V
contains entries for the substation neutral dc voltages and the bus dc voltages.
Next, the GIC-related transformer reactive power losses are determined to model into the power flow. A
linear function can be used to map the GICs to the losses [6], with [7] making the observation that these
losses vary linearly with terminal voltage. Hence the losses could be written as

QLoss  Vpu K IGIC

(2)

where, for each transformer, Vpu is the pu voltage, K has units of Mvars/amp, IGIC is an “effective” value
that depends on the type of transformer, and QLoss is the transformer’s GIC-related reactive power loss in
Mvar. Using this approach, the power flow can be solved with the impact of GICs included. Over the last
year or so this approach has been integrated into commercial software packages, allowing power system
planning engineers to study the impact of GICs on their systems.

Also, new GIC power analysis functionality is under development, including the modeling of transformer
neutral current blocking devices and algorithms to determine their optimal placement. Such devices offer
the potential to reduce the impact of GMDs on power system operations. Additional details on such
blocking devices are presented in the next section.
Neutral Blocking System and Live Power Grid Results
A photo of the SolidGroundTM transformer neutral blocking system under test at the Idaho National
Laboratory (INL) is shown in Figure 1. The system primarily consists of commercially available
components that are routinely used in the power industry. The concept was studied using PSCAD
software before fabricating the system was constructed [8]. A complete description of the system was
recently presented at the IEEE PES Conference held in Nova Scotia, Canada, August 22-23, 2013 [9]. A
block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. It consists of two breakers in series with a shunt
resistor to provide the grounding of a transformer while in the non-protective GIC mode of operation.
Using conservative trigger settings for the quasi-DC GIC current and harmonic levels, it is expected that
the system will be in the non-protective GIC mode 99.9% of the time.
A signal from the one (1) milliohm shunt resistor is used to detect the excessive presences of quasi-DC
current. This signal and/or the detection of harmonics on one of the phases is then used to trigger the
system into its protection mode. The trigger signal from the electronics opens the DC breaker which inturn opens the AC breaker. Immediately after this step the DC breaker is closed, but the AC breaker
remains open while in the GIC protection mode. (A DC breaker is used to ensure the opening of the
breaker assembly.) The AC breaker is used to protect the DC breaker from any high voltages.
Once in the protective mode, the 2,650 µF capacitor bank blocks the quasi-DC GIC current but provides a
one ohm reactance AC grounding impedance for the transformer neutral. A one ohm power resistor is
also used in series with the capacitor bank to both reduce AC voltages across the capacitors and to
provide damping of any unwanted resonances that might appear. It is expected that using conservative
trigger level settings that the system will only be in the protective mode less than 0.1% of the time (i.e.
less than one hour on average ever 14 months when moderately large GMD events are experienced).
If a ground fault occurs while the system is in the non-protective mode, the breakers will conduct the
current until relays trip the line. In the case that a ground fault should occur while in the protective mode,
the MOV shown in Figure 2 will conduct the first several cycles. The current transformer (CT) shown
below the MOV is used to sense this ground current and trigger the AC breaker to close. A lock-out relay
is used to then keep the breaker assembly closed until the MOV is replaced. A newer version of the
system will use a thyristor in place of the MOV to avoid the need for replacement of any components.
Finally, a spark gap is available as a final layer of protection should all other paths in the system become
open circuited.
The system first underwent ground fault testing at the KEMA-Powertest facility in Chalfont, PA. The
results of these tests are summarized in a separate paper [9]. Following these tests, the system was
shipped to the Idaho National Laboratory in Idaho Falls, ID. The system was connected into their 138 kV,
61 mile loop which was connected to the Western Interconnect. Two grounded wye-delta transformers
(3.75 MVA and 15 MVA) at the site were used in these experiments (figure 3). Two primary test
scenarios were conducted. The first was global in which both transformer neutrals were connected to the

SolidGroundTM system. In the second scenario neutral blocking was applied to only one of the
transformers. A complete report on the findings will soon be published by the Defense Threat Reduction
Agency (DTRA) [10].
The transformers were subjected to DC currents from a battery pack which consisted of 61, 12 volt
batteries. As a safety precaution these currents were limited to 8 seconds. In the first scenario these DC
currents applied to both transformer neutrals. The graphs in Figure 4 show that the injected DC currents
reach a saturation level after about 7 seconds. The four saturated current levels were about 33, 62, 96 and
123 amps. These initial tests were conducted with no neutral blocking applied.
Figure 4 also shows the results under this scenario when the SolidGroundTM system was connected to the
transformer neutrals. Initially the electronics triggering delay time was set at 1.7 seconds to avoid any
false positive detection signals. When the electronics detected the injected DC current, the system
switched into its protective mode and the DC current was rapidly decreased to zero as was expected.
Some ringing was observed when blocking occurred which was in good agreement with the PSCAD
simulation studies [3]. In a further run the electronics fixed delay was set to 0.7 seconds and the results
are again shown in the Figure.
In these experiments the DC trigger level was set at 6 amps and the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
trigger level set at 2%. In every case during these tests the system electronics triggered on the DC current
level and not the THD signal. In future applications the fixed delay time can be adjusted to as low as a
few tens of milli-seconds especially for the detection of very fast onset GIC or EMP E3 events.
Summary
GMD modeling has a long history, but is also an area of active research. With GMD analysis now
integrated into commercial power flow software packages, this type of analysis is moving into the realm
of power system planning and operations. An area of active planning is the inclusion of GIC blocking
devices. A GMD / EMP E3 transformer and grid protection system, SolidGroundTM, was designed,
fabricated and extensively tested, and is now in production. The system protects HV and EHV
transformers and static VAR compensators against geomagnetic currents (GIC) as well as EMP E3
induced currents. The system was shown to reliably and effectively block GIC currents when detected.
The grounding system design is fail-safe with multiple parallel paths to earth ground for AC currents.
Live power grid experiments showed the system operated reliably and in agreement with earlier PSCAD
simulations. The electrical components in the system are all accepted commercial items with many hours
of field service experience. Factory assembled systems are now available from a large worldwide utility
supplier.
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Figures

Figure 1 - Photo of the SolidGroundTM Transformer Neutral Blocking System

Figure 2 - Diagram of the SolidGroundTM Transformer Neutral Blocking System

Figure 3 - Idaho National Laboratory Experimental Configuration for testing the Neutral Blocking System

Figure 4 - SolidGroundTM Neutral Blocking Live Grid Test Results

